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S
38 portfolios from the city that put graphic design on the
map. More than 400 images highlight the most forceful
creativity in consumer, corporate and publication design
coming out of New York City today. The 38 stand-out
portfolios represent individuals and firms such as Louise
Fili, Desgrippes Gobe, Carin Goldberg, Jessica Helfand,
Landor Associates, Mirko Ilic, Paul Davis Studio, Seigal
& Gale, and Studio Morris.
A guide to map design covers such topics as resolution
and viewing distance, fonts and symbols, colors, scale
bars, and export options.
Designing Better Maps: A Guide for GIS Users, second
edition, breaks down the myriad decisions involved in
creating maps that communicate effectively. The second
edition includes updated material and a new chapter on
map publishing.
From Here to There celebrates these ephemeral
documents--usually forgotten or tossed aside after
having served their purpose--giving them their due as
artifacts representing stories from people's lives around
the world. There is the young woman suffering from
juvenile rheumatoid arthritis who created maps of the
Humira injections on her stomach and thighs to help her
remember the sites, and give them time to heal. Or the
young boy who imagined a whole country for ants and
put it to paper. Lucas from Australia drew an obsessively
detailed map of his local traffic island, and a teenage girl
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contributed a map of her high school locker. Two
American tourists got lost in the Bulgarian mountains
following the hand drawn map of a local, and Britanny
from Denmark drew directions to an animal rights protest
in Copenhagen. The maps featured in From Here to
There are as varied and touching as the stories they tell.
How can you establish a customer-centric culture in an
organization? This is the first comprehensive book on
how to actually do service design to improve the quality
and the interaction between service providers and
customers. You’ll learn specific facilitation guidelines on
how to run workshops, perform all of the main service
design methods, implement concepts in reality, and
embed service design successfully in an organization.
Great customer experience needs a common language
across disciplines to break down silos within an
organization. This book provides a consistent model for
accomplishing this and offers hands-on descriptions of
every single step, tool, and method used. You’ll be able
to focus on your customers and iteratively improve their
experience. Move from theory to practice and build
sustainable business success.
Provides information on designing easy-to-use
interfaces.
Presents a variety of well-designed maps to detail
techniques and guidelines for creating cartographic
effects using ESRI ArcGIS Desktop software.
A nostalgic and celebratory look back at one hundred
years of passenger flight, featuring full-color
reproductions of route maps and posters from the world's
most iconic airlines, from the author of bestselling cult
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classic Transit Maps of the World. In this gorgeously
illustrated collection of airline route maps, Mark Ovenden
and Maxwell Roberts look to the skies and transport
readers to another time. Hundreds of images span a
century of passenger flight, from the rudimentary
trajectory of routes to the most intricately detailed birdseye views of the land to be flown over. Advertisements
for the first scheduled commercial passenger flights
featured only a few destinations, with stunning views of
the countryside and graphics of biplanes. As aviation
took off, speed and mileage were trumpeted on bold
posters featuring busy routes. Major airlines produced
highly stylized illustrations of their global presence,
establishing now-classic brands. With trendy and forwardlooking designs, cartographers celebrated the coming
together of different cultures and made the earth look
ever smaller. Eventually, fleets got bigger and routes
multiplied, and graphic designers have found creative
new ways to display huge amounts of information. Airline
hubs bring their own cultural mark and advertise their
plentiful destination options. Innovative maps depict our
busy world with webs of overlapping routes and networks
of low-cost city-to-city hopping. But though flying has
become more commonplace, Ovenden and Roberts
remind us that early air travel was a glamorous affair for
good reason. Airline Maps is a celebration of graphic
design, cartographic skills and clever marketing, and a
visual feast that reminds us to enjoy the journey as much
as the destination.
A comprehensive, one-stop-shop cartography guide, this
book serves as a reference and an inspiration for anyone who
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is required to make a map, but it does so using a modern
visual style.
Describes ways to incorporate domain modeling into software
development.
The allocation of resources and the design of policies tailored
to local-level conditions require highly disaggregated
information. Data on poverty at the local level is typically not
available because most household surveys are not
representative past the regional level. This volume aims to
promote the effective use of Small Area Estimation poverty
maps in policy making. It presents the range of policies and
interventions which have been informed by poverty maps,
focusing on the political economy of poverty maps and the
key elements to their effective use by policy makers. The
volume also looks at the future of poverty maps in terms of
new techniques and new areas of application.
In this book is described one of most powerful tools available
to craft a superior experience for your customers and end
users. Credible studies show that organizations that focus on
experience optimization perform dramatically better than
those that do not. In the 20th-century product styling like
advertising was about making people want things. Service
blueprints are a response to the realization that it is more
efficient and successful to create new services and
experiences that people want and need. The service sector
makes up nearly 70% of most western economies and more
than 50% of the Chinese economy, yet customers are often
frustrated by their service experiences. Customers choose
products and services that deliver the best experiences.
Designing your customer's entire experience is key to
differentiating your designs from competitors in an
increasingly crowded competitive marketplace. Through
applying journey mapping organizations can deliver a more
compelling and valuable experience. Experience maps build
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consensus across your organization with stakeholders, to
positively impact your entire organization and your bottom
line. This method is a core strategic tool for all design and I
believe it will become a required skill for every working
designer and manager.
User story mapping is a valuable tool for software
development, once you understand why and how to use it.
This insightful book examines how this often misunderstood
technique can help your team stay focused on users and their
needs without getting lost in the enthusiasm for individual
product features. Author Jeff Patton shows you how
changeable story maps enable your team to hold better
conversations about the project throughout the development
process. Your team will learn to come away with a shared
understanding of what you’re attempting to build and why.
Get a high-level view of story mapping, with an exercise to
learn key concepts quickly Understand how stories really
work, and how they come to life in Agile and Lean projects
Dive into a story’s lifecycle, starting with opportunities and
moving deeper into discovery Prepare your stories, pay
attention while they’re built, and learn from those you convert
to working software
Discusses the history of pictorial maps and their use in
newspapers, magazines, and television reporting and
explains the mapmaking process
Mapmaking fulfills one of our most ancient and deepseated
desires: understanding the world around us and our place in
it. But maps need not just show continents and oceans: there
are maps to heaven and hell; to happiness and despair; maps
of moods, matrimony, and mythological places. There are
maps to popular culture, from Gulliver's Island to Gilligan's
Island. There are speculative maps of the world before it was
known, and maps to secret places known only to the
mapmaker. Artists' maps show another kind of uncharted
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realm: the imagination. What all these maps have in common
is their creators' willingness to venture beyond the boundaries
of geography or convention. You Are Here is a wide-ranging
collection of such superbly inventive maps. These are charts
of places you're not expected to find, but a voyage you take in
your mind: an exploration of the ideal country estate from a
dog's perspective; a guide to buried treasure on Skeleton
Island; a trip down the road to success; or the world as
imagined by an inmate of a mental institution. With over 100
maps from artists, cartographers, and explorers, You are
Here gives the reader a breath-taking view of worlds, both
real and imaginary.
Learn how to use QGIS to take your cartographic products to
the highest level. With step-by-step instructions for creating
the most modern print map designs seen in any instructional
materials to-date, this book covers everything from basic
styling and labeling to advanced techniques like illuminated
contours and dynamic masking. See how QGIS is rapidly
surpassing the cartographic capabilities of any other geoware
available today with its data-driven overrides, flexible
expression functions, multitudinous color tools, blend modes,
and atlasing capabilities. All example data and project files
are included. Written by two of the leading experts in the
realm of open source mapping, Anita Graser and Gretchen N.
Peterson are experienced authors who pour their wealth of
knowledge into the book. To get the most from the book,
you'll need QGIS 2.14 LTR and a basic working knowledge of
QGIS. Get ready to bump up your mapping experience!
Implementing the ArcGIS Pro technique to design accurate,
user friendly maps and making appropriate cartographic
decisions Key Features - Build visually stunning and useful
maps; - Understand the cartographic workflows and the
decisions you must take before creating the map; - Learn to
create appropriate map elements and layout designs -Use the
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ArcGIS Online's Smart Mapping technique to create clear
webmaps Book Description ArcGIS Pro is a geographic
information system for working with maps and geographic
information. This book will help you create visually stunning
maps that increase the legibility of the stories being mapped
and introduce visual and design concepts into a traditionally
scientific, data-driven process. The book begins by outlining
the steps of gathering data from authoritative sources and
lays out the workflow of creating a great map. Once the plan
is in place you will learn how to organize the Contents Pane
in ArcGIS Pro and identify the steps involved in streamlining
the production process. Then you will learn Cartographic
Design techniques using ArcGIS Pro's feature set to organize
the page structure and create a custom set of color swatches.
You will be then exposed to the techniques required to
ensure your data is clear and legible no matter the size or
scale of your map. The later chapters will help you
understand the various projection systems, trade-offs
between them, and the proper applications of them to make
sure your maps are accurate and visually appealing. Finally,
you will be introduced to the ArcGIS Online ecosystem and
how ArcGIS Pro can utilize it within the application. You will
learn Smart Mapping, a new feature of ArcGIS Online that will
help you to make maps that are visually stunning and useful.
By the end of this book, you will feel more confident in making
appropriate cartographic decisions. What you will learn Using ArcGIS Pro to create visually stunning maps and make
confident cartographic decisions - Leverage precise layout
grids that will organize and guide the placement of map
elements - Make appropriate decisions about color and
symbols - Critically evaluate and choose the perfect
projection for your data - Create clear webmaps that focus the
reader’s attention using ArcGIS Online’s Smart Mapping
capabilities Who this book is for If you are a GIS analyst or a
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Map designer who would like to create and design a map with
ArcGIS Pro then this book is for you. A basic GIS knowledge
is assumed.
Thoroughly rewritten for today's web environment, this
bestselling book offers a fresh look at a fundamental topic of
web site development: navigation design. Amid all the
changes to the Web in the past decade, and all the hype
about Web 2.0 and various "rich" interactive technologies, the
basic problems of creating a good web navigation system
remain. Designing Web Navigation demonstrates that good
navigation is not about technology-it's about the ways people
find information, and how you guide them. Ideal for beginning
to intermediate web designers, managers, other nondesigners, and web development pros looking for another
perspective, Designing Web Navigation offers basic design
principles, development techniques and practical advice, with
real-world examples and essential concepts seamlessly
folded in. How does your web site serve your business
objectives? How does it meet a user's needs? You'll learn
that navigation design touches most other aspects of web site
development. This book: Provides the foundations of web
navigation and offers a framework for navigation design
Paints a broad picture of web navigation and basic human
information behavior Demonstrates how navigation reflects
brand and affects site credibility Helps you understand the
problem you're trying to solve before you set out to design
Thoroughly reviews the mechanisms and different types of
navigation Explores "information scent" and "information
shape" Explains "persuasive" architecture and other design
concepts Covers special contexts, such as navigation design
for web applications Includes an entire chapter on tagging
While Designing Web Navigation focuses on creating
navigation systems for large, information-rich sites serving a
business purpose, the principles and techniques in the book
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also apply to small sites. Well researched and cited, this book
serves as an excellent reference on the topic, as well as a
superb teaching guide. Each chapter ends with suggested
reading and a set of questions that offer exercises for
experiencing the concepts in action.
More than one thousand maps, diagrams, and photographs
offer a graphic history of the Paris subway system.
No more information dumps Map It helps you turn training
requests into projects that make a real difference. You'll learn
how to: Help the client identify what's really causing the
performance problem. Determine the role (if any ) of training.
Create realistic activities that help people practice what they
need to do, not just show what they know. Choose the best
format for each activity -- online, projected to a group, on
paper, as a small-group activity, over email... Provide each
activity at the best time -- in the workflow, available on
demand, spaced over time... Let people pull the information
they need to complete the activity -- no more information
dumps Enjoy creating challenging activities that people want
to complete. Show how your project has improved the
performance of the organization. Using humor and lots of
examples, Map It walks you through action mapping, a visual
approach to needs analysis and training design.
Organizations around the world use action mapping to
improve performance with targeted, efficient training. Try
sample activities, download job aids, and learn more at map-itbook.com.
Now available in paperback for the first time, this classic work
presents a cognitive-semiotic framework for understanding
how maps work as powerful, abstract, and synthetic spatial
representations. Explored are the ways in which the many
representational choices inherent in mapping interact with
information processing and knowledge construction, and how
the resulting insights can be used to make informed
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symbolization and design decisions. A new preface to the
paperback edition situates the book within the context of
contemporary technologies. As the nature of maps continues
to evolve, Alan MacEachren emphasizes the ongoing need to
think systematically about the ways people interact with and
use spatial information.
Designing Better MapsA Guide for GIS UsersESRI Press
"This book focuses on how inexpensive maps, produced for
the masses, accrued cultural value for everyday consumers in
Renaissance Italy, who wanted to own and display maps in
their homes as works of art--not for practical use, but for their
cultural capital as commodities"--ECIP info.
"This introductory textbook introduces students to the
different types of map projections, map design, and map
production." -Amazon.com.

How to use this book: 8 Chapters; 48 Case studies;
20 Tools; 7 Core skills; 29 Designers; 36 Hacks;
>150 Visuals.
In the five years since the publication of the first
edition of A Guide to Effective Map Design,
cartography and software have become further
intertwined. However, the initial motivation for
publishing the first edition is still valid: many GISers
enter the field without so much as one hour of design
instruction in their formal education. Yet they are
then tasked with creating one the most effective,
easily recognized communication tools: a map. See
What’s New in the Second Edition Projection theory
Hexagonal binning Big Data point density maps
Scale dependent map design 3D building modeling
Digital cartography and its best practices Updated
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graphics and references Study questions and lab
exercises at the end of each chapter In this second
edition of a bestseller, author Gretchen Peterson
takes a "don’t let the technology get in the way"
approach to the presentation, focusing on the
elements of good design, what makes a good map,
and how to get there, rather than specific software
tools. She provides a reference that you can thumb
through time and again as you create your maps.
Copiously illustrated, the second edition explores
novel concepts that kick-start your pursuit of mapmaking excellence. The book doesn’t just teach you
how to design and create maps, it teaches you how
to design and create better maps.
From three design partners at Google Ventures, a
unique five-day process--called the sprint--for solving
tough problems using design, prototyping, and
testing ideas with customers.
This volume is a concise guide to creating maps
using GIS (a geographic information system). In the
simplest terms, GIS is the merging of cartography,
statistical analysis and database technology.
Featuring over 300 maps and other figures, including
instructive examples of both good and poor design
choices, the book covers everything from locating
and processing data to making decisions about
layout, map symbols, color, and type.
This is a hands-on book about ArcGIS that you work
with as much as read. By the end, using Learn
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ArcGIS lessons, you'll be able to say you made a
story map, conducted geographic analysis, edited
geographic data, worked in a 3D web scene, built a
3D model of Venice, and more.
Mapping by Design: A Guide to ArcGIS Maps for
Adobe Creative Cloud serves as a practical guide for
all mapmakers who want to create compelling maps
using Adobe(R) Illustrator(R).
The importance of Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) can hardly be overemphasized in today’s
academic and professional arena. More
professionals and academics have been using GIS
than ever – urban
"Every developer working with the Web needs to
read this book." -- David Heinemeier Hansson,
creator of the Rails framework "RESTful Web
Services finally provides a practical roadmap for
constructing services that embrace the Web, instead
of trying to route around it." -- Adam Trachtenberg,
PHP author and EBay Web Services Evangelist
You've built web sites that can be used by humans.
But can you also build web sites that are usable by
machines? That's where the future lies, and that's
what RESTful Web Services shows you how to do.
The World Wide Web is the most popular distributed
application in history, and Web services and
mashups have turned it into a powerful distributed
computing platform. But today's web service
technologies have lost sight of the simplicity that
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made the Web successful. They don't work like the
Web, and they're missing out on its advantages. This
book puts the "Web" back into web services. It
shows how you can connect to the programmable
web with the technologies you already use every
day. The key is REST, the architectural style that
drives the Web. This book: Emphasizes the power of
basic Web technologies -- the HTTP application
protocol, the URI naming standard, and the XML
markup language Introduces the Resource-Oriented
Architecture (ROA), a common-sense set of rules for
designing RESTful web services Shows how a
RESTful design is simpler, more versatile, and more
scalable than a design based on Remote Procedure
Calls (RPC) Includes real-world examples of
RESTful web services, like Amazon's Simple
Storage Service and the Atom Publishing Protocol
Discusses web service clients for popular
programming languages Shows how to implement
RESTful services in three popular frameworks -Ruby on Rails, Restlet (for Java), and Django (for
Python) Focuses on practical issues: how to design
and implement RESTful web services and clients
This is the first book that applies the REST design
philosophy to real web services. It sets down the
best practices you need to make your design a
success, and the techniques you need to turn your
design into working code. You can harness the
power of the Web for programmable applications:
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you just have to work with the Web instead of
against it. This book shows you how.
This authoritative, reader-friendly text presents core
principles of good map design that apply regardless
of production methods or technical approach. The
book addresses the crucial questions that arise at
each step of making a map: Who is the audience?
What is the purpose of the map? Where and how will
it be used? Students get the knowledge needed to
make sound decisions about data, typography, color,
projections, scale, symbols, and nontraditional
mapping and advanced visualization techniques.
Pedagogical Features: *Over 200 illustrations (also
available at the companion website as PowerPoint
slides), including 23 color plates *Suggested
readings at the end of each chapter. *Recommended
Web resources. *Instructive glossary
This new Handbook unites cartographic theory and
praxis with the principles of cartographic design and
their application. It offers a critical appraisal of the
current state of the art, science, and technology of
map-making in a convenient and well-illustrated
guide that will appeal to an international and multidisciplinary audience. No single-volume work in the
field is comparable in terms of its accessibility,
currency, and scope. The Routledge Handbook of
Mapping and Cartography draws on the wealth of
new scholarship and practice in this emerging field,
from the latest conceptual developments in mapping
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and advances in map-making technology to
reflections on the role of maps in society. It brings
together 43 engaging chapters on a diverse range of
topics, including the history of cartography, map use
and user issues, cartographic design, remote
sensing, volunteered geographic information (VGI),
and map art. The title’s expert contributions are
drawn from an international base of influential
academics and leading practitioners, with a view to
informing theoretical development and best practice.
This new volume will provide the reader with an
exceptionally wide-ranging introduction to mapping
and cartography and aim to inspire further
engagement within this dynamic and exciting field.
The Routledge Handbook of Mapping and
Cartography offers a unique reference point that will
be of great interest and practical use to all mapmakers and students of geographic information
science, geography, cultural studies, and a range of
related disciplines.
This enhanced eBook version is equipped with
videos and pop-up explanations to extend the
reader's experience on essential cartographic design
topics and to make the reading experience more
enjoyable and more effective. The 16 videos placed
throughout the text will demonstrate some highly
complex map design issues to help understand and
visualize the task at hand and show how to achieve
the best results following the author's instructions.
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Pop-up explanations of selected concepts are also
placed throughout the text to help readers refresh
their knowledge and better understand the map
design process. All chapters are richly illustrated with
color and include practical exercises and questions.
A singular atlas of 100 infographic maps from
thought-provoking to flat-out fun Publisher's note:
Brilliant Maps for Curious Minds was published in the
UK under the title Brilliant Maps. Which countries
don’t have rivers? Which ones have North Korean
embassies? Who drives on the “wrong” side of the
road? How many national economies are bigger than
California’s? And where can you still find lions in the
wild? You’ll learn answers to these questions and
many more in Brilliant Maps for Curious Minds. This
one-of-a-kind atlas is packed with eye-opening
analysis (Which nations have had female leaders?),
whimsical insight (Where can’t you find a
McDonald’s?), and surprising connections that
illuminate the contours of culture, history, and
politics. Each of these 100 maps will change the way
you see the world—and your place in it.
Originally published to wide acclaim, this lively,
cleverly illustrated essay on the use and abuse of
maps teaches us how to evaluate maps critically and
promotes a healthy skepticism about these easy-tomanipulate models of reality. Monmonier shows that,
despite their immense value, maps lie. In fact, they
must. The second edition is updated with the
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addition of two new chapters, 10 color plates, and a
new foreword by renowned geographer H. J. de Blij.
One new chapter examines the role of national
interest and cultural values in national mapping
organizations, including the United States Geological
Survey, while the other explores the new breed of
multimedia, computer-based maps. To show how
maps distort, Monmonier introduces basic principles
of mapmaking, gives entertaining examples of the
misuse of maps in situations from zoning disputes to
census reports, and covers all the typical kinds of
distortions from deliberate oversimplifications to the
misleading use of color. "Professor Monmonier
himself knows how to gain our attention; it is not in
fact the lies in maps but their truth, if always
approximate and incomplete, that he wants us to
admire and use, even to draw for ourselves on the
facile screen. His is an artful and funny book, which
like any good map, packs plenty in little
space."—Scientific American "A useful guide to a
subject most people probably take too much for
granted. It shows how map makers translate abstract
data into eye-catching cartograms, as they are
called. It combats cartographic illiteracy. It fights
cartophobia. It may even teach you to find your way.
For that alone, it seems worthwhile."—Christopher
Lehmann-Haupt, The New York Times ". . . witty
examination of how and why maps lie. [The book]
conveys an important message about how statistics
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of any kind can be manipulated. But it also
communicates much of the challenge, aesthetic
appeal, and sheer fun of maps. Even those who
hated geography in grammar school might well find a
new enthusiasm for the subject after reading
Monmonier's lively and surprising book."—Wilson
Library Bulletin "A reading of this book will leave you
much better defended against cheap atlases, shoddy
journalism, unscrupulous advertisers, predatory
special-interest groups, and others who may use or
abuse maps at your expense."—John Van Pelt,
Christian Science Monitor "Monmonier meets his
goal admirably. . . . [His] book should be put on
every map user's 'must read' list. It is informative and
readable . . . a big step forward in helping us to
understand how maps can mislead their
readers."—Jeffrey S. Murray, Canadian Geographic
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